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Awakening Souls, Transforming Lives!
Spiritual Tools For An Abundant Life- “The  12  Powers  of  Man”
Using the Powers, One Month at a Time
AUGUST—Will
The ability to choose, decide, command, lead, determine.
I choose my good based on spiritual understanding.

THOUGHTS FROM THE HEART
I  have  been  thinking  about  the  Idea  that  ,”  God’s  Will  for  me  is  Good  and  only  Good”  and  I  have  been  focusing  on  open-
ing my consciousness to experience the total awareness of this Truth, so that It is integrated into the very fiber of my
Being. I begin to further contemplate, how I can move from this awareness and understanding to the demonstration in
consciousness  made  by  Jesus  the  Christ  who  was  able  to  affirmatively  state,  “Not  my  will,  but  Thy  will  be  done.”
When I think about my will, I think about all the things I have desired in the past, and how happy I thought I
would be if they came into manifestation just for me. I also think about how stubborn and persistent my will could be,
when I have adamantly believed within my being that I was right regarding just about everything that concerned me. I
also recall how resistant to change I would be if I was not thoroughly convinced of a better way of being. And of course,
this  way  of  thinking  and  being,  caused  “some  not  so  good”  experiences  to  come  to  me!    Has  this  ever  happened  to  you?
In retrospect, I have come to realize how easily life flows and how light things become when I am willing to surrender  my  will  to  the  Will  of  God.    At  these  times,  it  appears  that  God’s  Will  for  me  is  exactly  what  I  wanted  for  me.    And  
It always turns out to be more wonderful and magnificent than anything that I could have possibly imagined It to be.
Have you had this experience as well?
As   I   further   contemplate   God’s  Will   for   me   being   “   Good”,   I   turn   to   Charles   Fillmore,   our   co-founder to get a
deeper  explanation  of  ,  “What  my  will  is  and  how  I  can  more  easily  align  my  will  with  the  Will  of  God”?  According  to  Mr.  
Fillmore,”   the   Will   is   the   executive   faculty   of   the   mind,   the   determining   factor   in   man.      What   a   man   wills   or   decrees  
comes  to  pass  in  his  experience.  “Thou  shalt  also  decree  a  thing,  and  it  shall  be  established  unto  thee”  (Job  22:28).  He  
further clarifies that the personal will is the adversary in sense-consciousness. He usurps power and considers himself
the rightful ruler. This erroneous belief relating to personal will is discerned and adjusted by spiritual thoughts attained
through  prayer.”
This knowledge of sense-consciousness helps explain the stubborn persistence that we all sometimes experience  when  we  want  what  we  want  and  even  think  that  we  always  know  the  best  way.      Mr.  Fillmore’s  explanation  also  
helps us to understand that by turning Within to Spirit in prayer and meditation helps us align our thoughts, feeling and
actions with the Will of God. What an excellent explanation and quite an inspiration! This makes me want to further explore  just  exactly,  “What  is  God’s  Will  for  Me”.      
In  the  Revealing  Word,  Mr.  Fillmore  states  that,  “God’s  will  is  always  perfection  and  all  good  for  all  of  his  chil-
dren; perfect health in mind and body; abundance of every good thing including joy, peace, wisdom and eternal life. He
does  not  will  suffering  or  imperfection  of  any  form’”    Mr.  Fillmore  further  states  that,  “  The  belief  that  God  wills  both  good
and evil is false; the truth is that God is all good and only good can come to man from Him. If man experiences error
and inharmony, he brings them upon himself by his failure to harmonize his thoughts, words and acts with the Lord or
divine  law.”
As  these  words  resonate  throughout  my  Being,  they  help  me  to  know  and  truly  understand  that  God’s  Will  for  
me is Good and only Good. It also helps me to clearly see and take responsibility for and accept that the challenges
that I have created in my life and experiences were truly created by me. It further motivates me to harmonize my
thoughts words and actions with Spirit that lives Within me, so that I can choose to create in my life that which God intended for me-----The Good, and Only the Good!
So,  as  we  think  about  our  will  and  God’s  will,  let  us  become  more  consciously  aware,  committed  and  willing  to  
affirm,  “Not  my  will,  but  Thy  will  be  done”;;    For  we  Know  that  ultimately  what  Will  manifest,    Will  be  Good  and  Very  Very  
Good!
Let Us Daily Affirm: God’s  Will  for  Me  Is  Good  and  Only  Good.
Blessings As You Spiritually Unfold,
Juankee J. McKinney
The Editor
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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD:
Dear Friends,
Greetings from your new President of the Unity Christ Church Board of Trustees. It is an honor and
pleasure to serve our Unity Church family in this new role, as President of the Board of Trustees. Our
church is in a rebuilding process of historical proportions—spiritually; physically; mentally and emotion
ally.
As I write these words of introduction to my Presidency, I think of Charles and Myrtle Fillmore
and the many challenges that they faced over and over again, as have we, at UCC. Unity Christ
Church has been at its present location almost sixty years, my visions is for many more years at this
same location. We are in the process of actively seeking a new minister to lead us forward in a positive, metaphysical, Christian direction. UCC has a Christian, biblical, metaphysical foundation. Our
Mission Statement is Awakening Souls, Transforming Lives. Our new minister will help us continue in
this positive, spiritual path of growth and development.
I look forward to the future of UCC with a positive attitude. The past must be forgiven and we
must learn the lessons it has to teach. We must now focus on the present building process of UCC
and its mission in the community and the world. Let us remember, what would Charles and Myrtle Fillmore do in this situation, if they were here. As your new President, my door is always open to positive,
metaphysically constructive ideas that will help build a brighter future for UCC. I ask for your positive
prayers and suggestions, along with your energy to work on the ideas and suggestions to come into
reality.
Come join me and all others that are ready to rebuild the best UCC that we can in our community of the St. Louis area. The work starts today with positive prayers and affirmations; next, the physically energy to bring about the positive ideas and suggestions.
I have been a part of this church for the past thirty years and plan to continue to be a part of
Unity Christ church for many years to come—so please join me in building the best Unity Church that
we can build. Each of us has a role to play in the building process.
God Bless,
Leonard Smith
President, Board of Trustees
NAMASTE
The God in me beholds the God in you. Namaste
The God in me beholds the God in you. Namaste
All is beautiful; all is well. All is beautiful; all is well.
AFFIRMATION FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST
I am my own unique self—special, creative and wonderful.

AUGUST WEEKLY AFFIRMATIONS:
August 3:
be open.

My life is a joy filled with love, fun and friendship; all I need to do is stop all criticism, forgive, relax and

August 10: The more grateful I am, the more reasons I find to be grateful.
August 17: I trust and believe in the love in my heart.
August 24: I project love to everyone I meet and am attracting loving relationships into my life.
August 31: I am healthy, whole and well.
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INSPIRATION FROM OUR FOUNDERS
FOLLOWING JESUS IN THE REGENERATION
Unity, March 1922, Volume 64, No.3, pages 213-216
Unity readers are asking instructions for the development, under the Jesus Christ plan, of the twelve fundamental
faculties of man. The following is an outline of a lesson of the faculty, Will, as taught by Cora G. Dedrick at Unity
headquarters.    These  lessons  are  based  on  the  book,  “Christian  Healing,”  by  Charles  Fillmore.
“We  will  obey  the  voice  of  Jehovah  our  God……that  it  will  be  well  with  us”.
Every great character of the Bible became great by learning to hear and to obey in all things the voice of
the  indwelling  Christ.    Moses’  life  reveals  how  non-resistance and obedience may lead one through the dangers of
sense consciousness (Egypt) into light and freedom (Promised Land). When Moses was born his life was in immediate danger, from the viewpoint of man. The King of Egypt had issued an edict that every male child born to
the Israelites should be killed. This decree doomed Moses. But the spiritual nature wrapped in the soul of the
young babe delivered him from the manmade law and brought him safely through every peril.
The great mother love in the heart of the woman who bore Moses caused her to hide him away during the
first few months of his life. When she could no longer keep him in confinement, she made a basket of rushes,
placed him in it, and set the basket among the reeds on the shore of the river Nile, with the prayer that God would
guide the little barque, and bring the precious contents into the hands of someone who could and would protect
and  save  her  darling  babe.    God’s  hand  protected  the  boat.    An  Egyptian  princess,  accompanied  by  her  ladies  in  
waiting,  came  to  bathe  in  the  Nile.    She  found  the  babe  in  his  queer  boat,  and  adopted  him.    Thus  through  God’s  
guidance this little waif (presumably) was placed where he received the best of care, where eventually every advantage of the land of Egypt was opened to him.
Moses  became  a  great  leader,  a  great  lawgiver.    The  name  Moses  means  “drawn  out.”    Through  the  pow-
er of divine guidance he finally led the children of Israel out of Egyptian bondage, and placed them on the path that
lead them to the Promised Land.
The history of Moses is the history of every great character; obedience to the guiding power of the indwelling Lord was the one thing that elevated him above the race.
Man has gradually drifted away from his central I AM into outer realms of consciousness, until today he
dwells largely in the night of his mind; he has become involved in external entanglements and confusion until his
consciousness has lost the real power of Spirit. Man has become willful, which is the cause of much of his suffering. He has lost almost all conception of what it is to hear and to heed the voice of the indwelling Lord. He looks
to  manmade  laws  and  to  man’s  opinions  as  standards  of  living,  and  thinks  that  in  worldly  affairs  there  is  no  place  
for religion. The affairs of the world have been carried on independently of the higher powers, until today our civilization is approaching chaos.
But the awakening Christian of the present time is working early and late to learn of the quickening power
of  Spirit,  and  is  continually  saying  with  Paul:  “Let  every  soul  be  in  subjection  to  the  higher  powers:  for  there  is  no  
power but of God; and the powers   that  be  are  ordained  of  God.”    Man  quickened  by  Spirit  realizes  that  God  is  the  
one and only power, and he desires above all else to be guided and directed by that power. The devout soul is
willing that the will of God shall be done in him, but he may be uncertain as to the way. A good prayer for guidance is: I am guided, governed, and directed by the wisdom and the power of my indwelling Lord, and all my ways are ways
of pleasantness and all my paths are   peace.    But we must do more than merely repeat this prayer; we must realize it in
the very depths of our hearts until our every faculty and our every cell responds.
This realization opens the way so that the light of Spirit may descend from the higher realms of the mind
and organize itself within the soul. How eagerly the awakening soul seeks this newborn light. How eagerly he
follows it, more than willing to prostrate himself before the throne of God, if so doing he may be led out of the darkness of mortal ignorance into a better understanding of life. Thus the quickened soul is learning to obey; the faculty of divine will, which operates between absolute Truth and relative condition, is coming again, little by little, into
activity in the affairs of man. Divine will is the mediator between God and man. It operates between the inner
realms of mind and the outer manifestation. Among the disciples of Jesus Christ, Matthew symbolizes the will, the
executive power of the mind. (He was a tax collector, who sat at the gate and exacted tribute from those who
passed through.) Divine will (Matthew), together with its twin faculty, divine understanding (Thomas), operates in
the forehead, the front brain. Every high spiritual realization---be it a realization of love, of power, or what not----should be gently brought to the attention of these twin faculties, the will and the understanding, because they
make connection between the invisible world of thought and the outer world of manifestation.
(cont on page four)
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REFLECTION S

Divine will is good will. In real spiritual unfoldment when we become
obedient to the indwelling Christ, will and understanding inquire into the real
value of every thought that knocks at the door of consciousness; they learn its
real value and they make it pay tribute according to its worth.
Emerson said that one man was true to what is in you and me. That
one man was Jesus Christ. Let us be true to ourselves. Let us be obedient.
Each one of us can be conscious of this inner guidance. By being meek and
lowly,   subservient   to   Spirit,   we   open   the   way   for   God’s   great   loving   will   to  
wrap us about, to protect us, to lead us into paths of peace, health, happiness,  and  prosperity,  just  as  Moses’  little  reed  boat  was  protected  in  the  river  
Nile.
A good drill for the silence is as follows: Go within and realize that
God  and  God’s  laws  are  all;;  from  the  depths  of  your  being  realize  the  mean-
ing  of  the  words.    “Not  my  will,  but  thine,  be  done.”    Gradually  you  will  come  to  
know   that   God’s   loving   sheltering   will   is   within   you   and   about   you,   and   this  
realization will give you a consciousness of security. Center the attention
back of the heart, and love this great directing power; realize that every good
thing is being brought to you now. Say: I firmly believe in the guiding intelligence that is directing all my thoughts. Bring the attention up to the forehead,
and realize the same prayer: I firmly believe in the Guiding Intelligence that is
directing all my thoughts. Return to the heart center, with the same prayer.
Then  throw  the  attention  down  into  the  feet  with  the  prayer,  “  I  am  governed,  
guided, directed, and prospered by the wisdom and the power of the indwelling Christ, an all my ways are ways of pleasantness, and all my paths are
peace. Bring the attention up to the heart center, with the prayer, Not my will,
but  thine,  be  done.”
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WE  ARE  FORMING  A  COMMITTEE  FOR  “RITUAL  EVENTS”.
Anyone interested in becoming a part of this committee to consider and
make recommendations for the following "ritual events", please contact Rudolph Clay or the church office at (314) 727-6478 or officeucc@att.net.
--World Day of Prayer (September 14, 2014)
--Possible Holiday Concert (December 2014)
--Candle-lighting Service (December 21, 2014)
--Burning Bowl Service (December 31, 2014)

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
8/11
8/28

Kathy Mandel
Don Leemann

AUGUST LESSON TITLES
August 3, 2014:
The Journey Of Self Discovery—Part Two

August 17, 2014:
The Word—Master Or Slave

August 10, 2014:
Stop. Drop. Pause.

August 24, 2014:
Do I Understand And Practice The Gift Of Faith?

Guest Speaker: His Grace Yamuna Jivana Das
Guest Musicians: Doug Ervin & Katie Kopff

Guest Speaker: Dr. Marlene Bricker
Guest Musicians: Deborah Sharn & Steve Schenkel

Guest Speaker: Rev. Leslie Venable
Guest Musicians: AJSR and Rocky Tucker

Guest Speaker: Rev. David DeChristo
Guest Musicians: Deborah Sharn & Steve Schenkel

August 31, 2014:
It’‛s A Mystery

Guest Speaker: Rev. Le Remington
Guest Musicians: Rekha Dravina and Gennadi Aronson
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Things  to  Make  You  Go  Hmmm  ….

For the past several months, we have been talking about the different doshas and how they relate to us individually. This month we are going to talk about the doshas relate to daily activities.
Each day the sun rises and sets. In between a myriad of different things happen. In his book Perfect Health,
Deepak  says,  “Nature  is  so  beautifully  arranged  that  no  matter  how  different  these  things  are,  they  fit  into  one  rhythm.”    
In truth, there are many rhythms nestled inside one another. Through modern medicine we have learned some of the
more obvious cycles in our bodies, for example our heart beats every ¾ of a second and that our lungs swell to inhale
air 10-14  times  a  minute.    Still,  many  of  the  body’s  changes  remain  mysterious  to  us.    Why  is  it,  as  science  has  discov-
ered, a person weighs the most at 7 pm? Why are our hands hottest around 2 p.m. in the afternoon.
According to Ayurveda, the answer is that in each of us are master cycles governed by the quantum mechanical body. Each and every day, two waves of change pass through us. Those waves bring a Kapha cycle, then a Pitta
cycle and finally a Vata cycle. These 3 phases take place between sunrise and sunset and then again from sunset to
sunrise. The time frame for each of these is as follows:
First Cycle
6:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. - Kapha
10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. – Pitta
2:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. – Vata

Second Cycle
6:00 pm to 10:00 p.m. – Kapha
10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. – Pitta
2:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. – Vata

The day begins with a Kapha period. This makes sense because when we are waking up, the body feels
slow, heavy and calm, all of which are Kapha qualities. We are most physically active in the afternoon and our peak of
appetite also occurs at noon, in the middle of the Pitta period. It is Pitta which is responsible for the metabolizing of
food, distribution of energy and more efficient physical functioning in general. The first cycles ends with a Vata period
starting around 2:00 p.m. It is Vata which controls the nervous system. Researchers have discovered that people do
their  best  mental  tests  during  the  afternoon.    “The  times  when  you  can  add  numbers  the  fastest  (3  p.m.)  and  exhibit  
the  most  manual  dexterity  (4  p.m.)  fall  into  the  Vata  period.”
The second cycle is repeated in the same order, but takes on a different complexion. Just as in the morning,
the evening is relaxed and slow. Sunset brings the body back to a stable resting place. Kapha is now inclining towards inertia. In the same way, Pitta appetite is not as strong as it is at noon. Pitta digests your dinner after you go to
bed. Since the body is asleep, the heat that is generated is used to keep you warm and fuel the rebuilding of tissues
that occurs mostly at night. Vata in the early morning expresses itself through the nervous system. Instead of thinking
quickly as you do in the afternoon, in the second cycle you go into active or REM sleep, where brain impulses are at
their liveliest for the whole night.
If you can learn to read these large waves of Vata, Pitta and Kapha, then your body will instinctively tune its
sub-cycles to follow suit. In Ayurveda, a daily routine would look like this (the times noted are starting times for the
activity):
6-8 a.m. – Rising
Noon-1 pm – Lunch
6-7 pm – Dinner
9:30-10:30 pm – Bedtime
Please note that these times are approximate and will change with the seasons. It is preferred that you follow
the sun and rise an hour before dawn every day of the year. If you get up during a Vata period you will take advantage  of  its  qualities  of  lightness,  exhilaration,  and  freshness.    “These  qualities  are  infused  into  your  body  just  before  
sunrise  and  last  throughout  the  day.”
If you wait too long into the Kapha period it causes you to wake up feeling duller, heavier and less fresh. As
with Vata, these qualities will also follow you throughout the day. If you are a later riser year after year, you will train
these Kapha qualities into your doshas and you will feel chronically sleepy.
Next time, we will talk a bit more about the activities that can be incorporated during these daily routine times.
Namasté,
Sarah
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    Truth  Students  Speak.    This  month  Jay  Willoughby,  Classical  Vocalist,  Speaks:
Unity    and    Aﬃrma ons    Got    Me    Up    and    Goin’
How  I  realized  the  dream  of  a  career  as  an  opera  singer
A er  audi oning  at  Unity  Christ  Church  I  became  the  every-Sunday  soloist  from  1968  through  1975.    I  had  never  a ended  
Unity   or   any   other   New   Thought   church.      I   am   a   na ve   of   St.   Louis   and   began   my   religious   life   in   conserva ve   Lutheran  
churches.    As  an  adult  I  had  sung  solos  in  mainline  protestant  churches  and  every  Reform  Jewish  Synagogue  in  the  city.    But  I  
never  experienced  a  New  Thought  spiritual  service.    
My  ﬁrst   Sunday  at  UCC  was  in  September,  1968.The  minister  was  named  Joel  Boehr.     He  was  a   wiry  man,  full  of  
energy  and  always  had  a  big,  wonderful  smile.    A er  the  organ  prelude,  Joel  Boehr  walked    out,  faced  the  congrega on  and  
said  with  great  feeling:
“I’m  Alive!        Awake!        Joyous!        And  Enthusias c  About  Life!!!!
Readers:    I  was  captured  by  that  moment  of  Unity  Truth.    I  have  never  forgo en  it  or  Joel  Boehr  and  I  became  a  student  of  
Unity  from  that  moment  on.
My  vocal  career  up  to  that   me  showed  opera  study  at  the  renowned  Indiana  School  of  Music  followed  by  a  Ful-‐
bright  Study  Grant  to  study  opera  at  the  Rome  Opera  House  in  Rome,  Italy.    I  already  had  a  family  and  with  concern  about  
ﬁnancial  security,  I  se led  into  the  work-a-day  world  and  put  my  opera c  dreams  on  hold.    My  work-a-day  experiences  were  
ﬁrst,  as  a  director  and  producer  in  the  ﬁeld  of  historical  drama  followed  by  some  years  in  the  computer  ﬁeld.
1975   became   a   pivotal   year.      Seven   years   at   Unity   hearing   sermons   admonishing   the   listeners   to   “Reach   Out“    
“Reach  Up”    “Be  What  You  Want  to  Be”…  My  kids  were  close  to  ﬁnishing  college  so,  if  I  ever  wanted  to  become  an  opera  
singer  it  was  now  or  never!    “Should  I?”    “Can  I?”    “How  can  I?”    and  other  doubts  which  many  of  you  readers  have  struggled  
with.    How  could  I  possibly  overcome  those  nega ve  thoughts?
Medita on  gave  me  guidance  to  “Seek”  and  to  “Ask”  and  ﬁnally,  “Yes,  I  Can  and  I  Will!”
First,  I  began  to  tell  each  and  everyone  that  “I  was  going  to  be  an  opera  singer!”    I  shocked  myself  by  daring  to  de-‐
clare  such  an  aﬃrma on  but  saying  it  over  and  over  built  conﬁdence  that  it  was  right  and  good.    Second,  I  began  to  “Knock”  
on  doors  of  inﬂuen al  acquaintances  for  references  and  recommenda ons.    Third,  I  had  to  ask  for  ﬁnancial  help  to  bridge  a  
period  of  transi on  and  a  dear,  Unity  friend  had  “Given  it  to  me.”    
I  moved  to  New  York  City  and  things  just  seemed  to  fall  into  place,  serendipitously,  as  Marcus  Bach  would  say.    And  
I  began  to  sing.
Special  memories  are  of  two   world   premieres:  First,  the  role  of  Brigham  Young  in  the  opera   Deseret   by   Leonard  
Kastle  in  a  version  which  was  narrated  by  Ki y  Carlisle  Hart  and  broadcast  over  the  Southeastern  Educa onal  T/V  Network  
and,  secondly,  the  role  of  the  Old  Massa  in  the  opera  Harriet  Tubman  produced  by  the  Virginia  Opera.    Harriet  Tubman  was  
wri en  by  the  English  composer,  Thea  Musgrave,  and  the  world  premiere  performance  was  broadcast  live  over  the  Bri sh  
Broadcast  Co.,  the  Canadian  Broadcast  Co.,  in  the  U.S.  over  Na onal  Public  Radio  Network,  and  independent  radio  sta ons  
in  Ireland,  Scotland,  and  loca ons  in  Africa.
Some  of  my  touring  was  under  the  auspices  of  Community  Concerts,  a  division  of  Columbia  Ar sts  Management  in  
New  York  City.    I  performed  classical  vocal  recitals  in  various  parts  of  the  country.
While  living  in  New  York  City  I  appeared  as  a  featured   soloist   in   Alice   Tully   Hall,   Lincoln   Center,  also  the  venerable  Town  
Hall,  and  at  the  famed  Carnegie   Hall,  where  I  performed  as  a  featured  soloist  with  the  St.  Cecilia  Chorus  and  Orchestra  in  
Handel's  Israel  in  Egypt.
I  made  one  tour  to  Southeast  Asia  during  the  U.S.  Bicentennial  period  and  performed  in  numerous  ci es  in  the  Phil-‐
ippine  Islands;  Singapore;  the  ci es  of  Taipei  and  Taichung  in  Taiwan;  Seoul,  Korea  and  Hong  Kong.    I  sang  American  songs  
and  spirituals  selected  from  the  1700s  to  the  present  including  20th-century  songs  of  Charles  Ives,  William  Schumann,  Car-‐
lisle  Floyd,  Leonard  Bernstein,  etc.    And,  I  have  appeared  as  a  featured  soloist  with  the  San  Francisco  and  St.  Louis  Sympho-‐
ny  orchestras.    
Now,  at  83,  s ll  alive,  alert  and  awake,  I  am  giving  back.    I  have  created  a  non-proﬁt  organiza on  whose  mission  is  
to  provide  free  voice  training  classes  to  individuals  who  can’t  aﬀord  to  pay  for  private  lessons.    It  is  called   The  Art  of  Voice  
with   a   web   site   at      www.theartofvoice.org.      I   am   very   pleased   and   proud   to   say   that   our   President   of   UCC,   Mr.   Leonard  
Smith,  serves  voluntarily  on  our  board.    The  next  series  of  voice  classes  will  begin  in  mid  September.    Ages  16  to  35  are  wel-‐
come  to  audi on.    Interested  singers  can  call  me  at  314-920-9190  for  informa on.
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